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A MODERN AMERICAN CUISINE RESTAURANT SERVING SW DC

DINNER & SHOW

$35 THREE-COURSE DINNER

Start your evening with an appetizer & entrée, walk over to see the show, then come back to enjoy dessert.

SAVE 10% WITH YOUR ARENA STAGE TICKET!

Not valid with any other specials, offers or promotions.
What could be more exciting than a new play forged in these raucous and conflicted days? The talented Aaron Posner is both writer and director of JQA as he is blessed with both skills. This performance is the culmination of years of gestation, research, imagining, drafting, re-drafting, designing, re-imagining, re-drafting, building and finally rehearsing and performing. There is probably another re-draft or two in there as well.

JQA is part of our expansive Power Plays initiative, where Arena is commissioning a new play or musical per decade from 1776 to the present about the people, ideas and incidents that revolve around power in America. There is no better city than Washington, D.C. to drive this idea because we live, sleep and drink politics. The world travels to our city to understand what it means to be American.

Washington, D.C. has a unique position as a strong voice on power and politics. We live in the fire of local, national and international politics. Local news is national news and local politics is national politics. Today’s play covers a span of time but is centered on the 1790s and the fascinating John Quincy Adams. This play is not trying to be a realistic historical drama but rather to explore the ideas and impact of America's sixth president.

The Power Plays initiative incorporates five cycles:

• Presidential Voices, illuminating exceptional Presidents and remarkable events in their lives and administrations;
• African-American Voices, heralding African-American stories in our country's history and politics;
• Insider Voices, offering an exclusive perspective on the complex workings of American institutions and culture;
• Musical Theater Voices, featuring musicals celebrating political ideas and events;
• Women's Voices, shining a spotlight on female voices in our country's political life.

We are making significant and exciting progress with our program. In addition to JQA, five have had full productions: *Camp David* by Lawrence Wright; *The Originalist* by John Strand; *Intelligence* by Jacqueline Lawton; *Snow Child* with book by John Strand, music by Georgia Stitt and Bob Banghart, lyrics by Georgia Stitt (based on the novel by Eowyn Ivey); and *Sovereignty* by Mary Kathryn Nagle. Keep your eyes out for more next season.

At the end of our journey, we will have created a canon of American plays that reveal an idea of who we are as Americans.

Molly Smith
Artistic Director

Arena Stage is built on the land of the Piscataway people of the Algonquin-speaking tribes, as well as the lands of the Native American people of the greater Anacostia, Potomac and Tidewater regions.
Masala Art
INDIAN RESTAURANT

Enjoy a half price bottle of wine with Masala Art’s 3-course prix fixe dinner before the show

or

Save 10% on the 3-course post-show dinner when you present your ticket for that evening’s performance

Prix fixe dinner price $35 per person. Not valid on dinner ordered off the regular à la carte menu.

1101 4th Street SW • Washington, DC 20024 • 202-554-1101
WWW.MASALAA RTDC.COM
When on the brink of birthing a new play to the world like this premiere production of Aaron Posner’s \textit{JQA}, I am reminded of one of Arena’s core values: to create a work culture that reflects and borrows from the culture of the rehearsal hall which values experimentation and collaboration. In divisive times like these, it is refreshing to embrace an aspiration like that.

Not all rehearsal halls are the same and those of you who have not had the delight of being in a rehearsal hall are probably asking what this means. Even we at Arena have asked this question, to be clear to ourselves and our guests what we expect and value.

\textbf{THE PRINCIPLES OF ARENA STAGE’S CULTURE OF THE REHEARSAL HALL ENCOMPASS:}

\textbf{Responsibility}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Take responsibility for the position you hold and any amount of power you may have within this position. Do not use it abusively over others more vulnerable.
  \item Be proactive, not reactive.
  \item Lead by example.
  \item Be responsive.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Empowerment}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Be an advocate for yourself. Call out inappropriate behavior, as appropriate.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Mutual Respect & Courtesy}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Communication is open and civil at all levels.
  \item Understand your audience, both on and off the stage.
  \item Navigate conflict. Arena is not a conflict-free zone; however, conflict should be handled in a respectful and positive manner.
  \item Be helpful, not hurtful.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Creativity & Collaboration}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Respect and celebrate our diverse backgrounds and experiences.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Integrity & Accountability}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Demonstrate sound ethical principles, including honesty and integrity.
  \item Assume positive intent.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Engagement & Pride}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Be involved and supportive of your colleagues and environment; make the investment.
  \item Encouragement of others is expected.
  \item Understand we all play an important role within our environment.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Resiliency & Adaptation}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Honor our history and legacy, while embracing change.
\end{itemize}

Maintaining these values is not necessarily easy or simple, especially in stressful times. We recently made this into a poster and placed it around our offices, shops and backstage areas. Sometimes we all need a reminder to step back and remember we are all people, striving to do the best we can do under challenging circumstances. I have immense admiration for Arena Stage’s staff, from the sales office window, to front of house, to our shops that build, to our offices that support. A production like this one has hit every aspect of Arena; the play was commissioned through our Power Plays initiative, so it truly grew from core idea to full production with the support of all of our organization, working hard at honoring the culture of the rehearsal hall!

\textbf{Edgar Dobie}
Executive Producer
President of the Corporation
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John Quincy Adams is a unique and quintessentially American figure. He was (in no particular order) a politician, poet, diarist, diplomat, author, essayist, translator, lawyer, linguist, rhetorician, scientist and (almost) an activist. He was also, by most accounts, a dry, difficult, truly brilliant, rather charmless civil servant and deeply flawed family man. While certainly subject to the prejudices and attitudes of his time, I believe he was a man of true integrity.

I chose to write about John Quincy Adams for several reasons. I won't tell you all of them, so as not to spoil the play for you. But some are: He is not very well known. He is complicated and contradictory. He is nearly impossible, by today's standards, to categorize as a liberal or conservative, which I found very intriguing. While he belonged to several political parties during his long career, he was suspicious of parties and held a true allegiance only to the idea of the United States and its citizens (which you have to sort of love about him...). In my subjective (even whimsical) reading of his life, he evolved and changed in fascinating ways over the course of an extraordinary political career that covered the first half of the 19th century.

But let me be very clear: While this play is inspired by history, and the characters are in keeping with the traits and beliefs of their real-life counterparts, this play is NOT historically accurate. The language is fanciful and nearly entirely my own. The meetings and conversations it proposes are fictitious. If you go looking for facts, while you will certainly find some similarities to real people and real events, this play is not to be trusted as accurate in any way!

The goal here has always been provocation, not excavation; entertainment, not edification. This is a work of art—not history. Knowledge of John Quincy Adams and his influence on early American history is not necessary to understanding this play, because it is not really about history in the first place. Rather, it is an attempt to look at today through the lens of yesteryear.

On a personal note, I would like to thank the many, many people who have contributed to the evolution of the play over several years. In particular I would like to express my deep and lasting gratitude to Molly Smith, Edgar Dobie and the board and staff of Arena Stage for this extraordinary opportunity; to E.J. Dionne for the initial inspiration; to Jocelyn Clarke and Erin Weaver, for their transformative insights; to George Bernard Shaw and Aaron Sorkin, who taught me to love theatrical political passion; to Naysan, Anna’le, Dalia and the cast and designers on this production; and all of the other artists who were part of the readings and workshops (including the wonderful students at American University who were part of an initial workshop production) for all their many ineffable, innumerable and invaluable contributions.

—Aaron Posner
The New York Premiere Of...

LIFE SUCKS.

By Aaron Posner

Sort of adapted from "Uncle Vanya" by this guy

Directed by Jeff Wise

Featuring

Jeff Biehl
Nadia Bowers
Kimberly Chatterjee
Barbara Kingsley
Stacey Linnartz
Austin Pendleton
Michael Schantz

The Wild Project
195 E. 3rd Street, NY, NY 10009

March 22 - April 20
Wheelhouse Theater Company, WheelhouseTheater.org
CLOSED CAPTIONING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Enjoy the performance from the comfort of any seat in the theater with your mobile device.

Download the free app today! (Android and iOS)

BEGINS MARCH 20*

*Closed captioning available for specific performances.

Arena Stage can also provide devices for use during the performance at Visitor’s Services.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT ARENASTAGE.ORG/ACCESSIBILITY
OR CALL THE SALES OFFICE AT 202-488-3300.
SETTING
Braintree, MA; Boston, MA; and Washington, D.C. from 1776 to 1847.

CAST (in alphabetical order)
JQA/Louisa Adams/Abraham Lincoln.........................JACQUELINE CORREA*
JQA/John Adams/Henry Clay.......................................................ERIC HISSOM*
JQA/George Washington/Abigail Adams/Louisa Adams.........................PHYLLIS KAY*
JQA/Andrew Jackson/Frederick Douglass .........................JOSHUA DAVID ROBINSON*
Citizens ......................................................................................JORDAN LEE, JAKE OWEN

*Member of Actors' Equity Association
Upcoming

SUNDAY, MARCH 24, 2019

No designer babies?
How to deal with the coming bioengineering revolution.

SUNDAY, APRIL 14, 2019

Reforms or Revolution?
To achieve a “more perfect union,” will electoral politics do, or do we need more profound social changes?

SUNDAY, MAY 26, 2019

Should free speech be denied to hate mongers, cultural appropriators, news fakers and traumatizers?
The first amendment, which in part provides for freedom of speech and of the press, has long been considered the most important of all our rights; however, certain voices are causing harm and pain. Should these voices be protected?

There will be a reception before each discussion, starting at 5:00 p.m.

For more information or to register, please visit
www.arenastage.org/civildialogues
FOR THIS PRODUCTION

Technical Director ............................................................................................................ NATAHal BELL
Properties Director ........................................................................................................... JENN SHEETZ
Costume Director ............................................................................................................ JOSEPH P. SALASOVICH
Master Electrician ......................................................................................................... CHRISTOPHER V. LEWTON
Sound & Video Supervisor .......................................................................................... BRIAN BURCHETT
Directing Fellow ............................................................................................................. DALIA ASHURINA
Production Dramaturg/Script Supervisor ..................................................................... ANNA’LE HORNAK
Show Carpenter ............................................................................................................. HANNAH MARTIN
Props .............................................................................................................................. ERICA FEIDELSEIT
Light Board Operator .................................................................................................... SCOTT FOLSOM
Assistant to the Lighting Designer ................................................................................. VENUS GULBRANSON
Sound Operator .............................................................................................................. ADAM W. JOHNSON
Wardrobe Supervisor ..................................................................................................... ALICE HAWFIELD
Wardrobe ........................................................................................................................ KRISTINA MARTIN
Additional Tailors .......................................................................................................... VALERIE GRUNER,
ALL-STITCH OF ATLANTA
Additional Stitchers ....................................................................................................... ANDREW LANDON CUTLER,
RAYNA C. RICHARDSON,
ELIZABETH SPILSBURY

Powered by

The official sponsor of the 2018-19 Civil Dialogues Series at Arena Stage.

Arena Stage at the Mead Center for American Theater
Molly Smith Study  |  5:30 – 7:00 p.m.

Upcoming

SUNDAY, MARCH 24, 2019
No designer babies?
How to deal with the coming bioengineering revolution.

SUNDAY, APRIL 14, 2019
Reforms or Revolution?
To achieve a “more perfect union,” will electoral politics
do, or do we need more profound social changes?

SUNDAY, MAY 26, 2019
Should free speech be denied to
hate mongers, cultural appropriators,
news fakers and traumatizers?
The first amendment, which in part provides for freedom of speech and of the
press, has long been considered the most important of all our rights; however,
certain voices are causing harm and pain. Should these voices be protected?

There will be a reception before each discussion, starting at 5:00 p.m.
For more information or to register, please visit
www.arenastage.org/civildialogues
A MULTI-ARTS SUMMER DAY CAMP
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE AGES 8-15

CELEBRATE 15 YEARS OF ART AND COMMUNITY

4-WEEK INTENSIVE
JUNE 24 – JULY 19, 2019

2-WEEK SESSION
JULY 22 – AUGUST 2, 2019

REGISTER TODAY! 202-600-4064
ARENASTAGE.ORG/CAMP
WHO'S WHO

CAST (in alphabetical order)

JACQUELINE CORREA (JQA/Abraham Lincoln/Louisa Adams) last appeared at Arena Stage as Tania in Native Gardens directed by Blake Robison. Her regional theater credits include Native Gardens (Guthrie Theater), Brick City (Premiere Stages), Macbeth (Arkansas Rep), The Women of Padilla (Two River Theater), Hamlet (Guthrie/The Acting Company), Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are Dead (Guthrie/The Acting Company), Confluence (Guthrie Theater), On the Verge and American Tet (CATF) and Macbeth (Pennsylvania Shakespeare Theater). Other stage credits include Peter Pan directed by Mark Lamos, The Cradle Song directed by Jonathan Bank and A Christmas Carol directed by Joe Dowling. Jacqueline has appeared in the films The Dog Days and Once a Year. She holds an MFA from the Professional Theater Training Program at The University of Delaware. Instagram: @Ms_Jacqueline_Correa www.JacquelineCorrea.com

ERIC HISSOM (JQA/John Adams/Henry Clay) first appeared at Arena Stage in Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike. D.C. area credits include Twelve Angry Men and Born Yesterday at Ford’s; Cyrano, Arcadia (Helen Hayes Award) and Winter’s Tale at the Folger; Everything is Illuminated, Body of an American and Life Sucks at Theatre J; Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo at Round House; The Effect at Studio; The Vibrator Play at Woolly Mammoth; and others. Eric did the national tour of The Thirty-Nine Steps, and has worked at regional theaters all over the country, including Seattle Rep, LaJolla Playhouse, Cleveland Playhouse, Milwaukee Rep, Asolo Rep, The Arden Theatre, Orlando Shakespeare Theater, Cape Playhouse and others. Eric has an MFA from the FSU/Asolo Conservatory.

PHYLLIS KAY (JQA/George Washington/Abigail Adams/Louisa Adams) is making her Arena Stage debut. She is a longtime member of the Trinity Rep Resident Acting Company and has worked at several regional theaters. Favorite productions include Macbeth, Lend Me a Tenor, Angels in America, The Beauty Queen of Leenane, The Cider House Rules, The Merry Wives of Windsor, Cherry Orchard, All the King’s Men, Cabaret, King Lear, Hunchback of Seville, Appropriate, Death of a Salesman and Into the Breeches! She has appeared in the films Smithereens, Federal Hill, Brooklyn Rules, The Proposal, Fairhaven, Some Freaks, Polka King, and on television in Miller’s Court, Law & Order, The Sopranos and Body of Proof. She is a 2015 Lunt-Fontanne Fellow.

JOSHUA DAVID ROBINSON (JQA/Frederick Douglass/Andrew Jackson) is honored to be making his Arena Stage debut in this production, returning to perform in his hometown for the first time. Joshua has appeared Off-Broadway in X: Or, Betty Shabazz v. The Nation (Theatre at St. Clement’s, The New Victory Theater); The Convent of Pleasure (Cherry Lane Theatre); and Sense of an Ending (59E59 Theatres). Regionally Joshua has been seen in All the Way (Cleveland Playhouse); Sherwood: The Adventures of Robin Hood and Three Sisters (Playmakers Repertory); and A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court (The Guthrie). Holding an MFA from NYU Graduate Acting, Joshua is always working to use theater as a means to engage with his community and as a vehicle for social change.

A MULTI-ARTS SUMMER DAY CAMP FOR YOUNG PEOPLE AGES 8 – 15

CELEBRATE 15 YEARS OF ART AND COMMUNITY

202-600-4064 ARENASTAGE.ORG/CAMP REGISTER TODAY!

4-WEEK INTENSIVE JUNE 24 – JULY 19, 2019

2-WEEK SESSION JULY 22 – AUGUST 2, 2019
BOOK YOUR NEXT CELEBRATION
AT THE MEAD CENTER

MAKE OUR AUDIENCE
YOUR AUDIENCE

Over 300,000 loyal, diverse, educated and active audience members visit Arena Stage each year for shows and events.

PLACE YOUR PROGRAM BOOK AD TODAY AND GET SEEN BY THE BEST!

Contact Renée Littleton at ARENA@ARENASTAGE.ORG
CREATIVE

AARON POSNER (Playwright/Director) is an award-winning playwright, director, teacher and former artistic director of two LORT theaters. His Helen Hayes Award-winning play, Stupid F**king Bird, was one of the ten most produced plays in the country in 2015. Other plays include Life Sucks and No Sisters (both re-inventions of Chekhov), District Merchants (inspired by The Merchant of Venice), Who Am I This Time? & Other Conundrums of Love (adapted from Kurt Vonnegut), The Chosen and My Name Is Asher Lev (adapted from Chaim Potok), Sometimes a Great Notion (adapted from Ken Kesey) and several more. He has directed more than 150 productions at major regional theaters across the country, including Arena Stage, and currently lives outside of D.C. with his wife, actress Erin Weaver, and his amazing daughter, Maisie.

MEGHAN RAHAM (Set Designer) is a scenic and costume designer with a strong interest in the development of new work. Design credits include Clay (Off-Broadway/Lincoln Center LCT3); Master Harold..., Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, The Night Alive and Fool for Love (Round House Theatre); Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (Ford's); She the People and Pike St. (Woolly Mammoth); District Merchants, Romeo and Juliet and The Conference of the Birds (Folger); Life Sucks (Theater J); The Aliens and Red Speedo (Studio Theatre); and The Kennedy Center. Chicago credits include You Got Older (Steppenwolf Theatre), Fedra (Lookingglass Theatre) and The Hypocrites’ Frankenstein at the Museum of Contemporary Art, as well as regional credits at Barrington Stage (The Chosen), Kansas City Repertory Theatre and Center Theatre Group (LA). Meghan is an associate professor at American University.

HELEN HUANG (Costume Designer) Regional credits include Arena Stage’s Oak & Ivy, Before It Hits Home (Oregon Shakespeare Festival), Guthrie Theater, Children’s Theatre Company, Cincinnati Playhouse, Classic Stage Company, Studio Theatre, Woolly Mammoth Theatre, Ford’s Theatre, Shakespeare Theatre Company, Folger Theater, Signature Theatre, Syracuse Stage, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Milwaukee Repertory Theater, Philadelphia Theatre Company and Disney Entertainment. Additional credits include Boston Lyric Opera, The Washington Ballet, set and costume design for China National Opera House and China Central Television. Exhibitions include Prague Quadrennial, Costume Design at the Turn of the Century (Moscow) and Celebrating a Century of Women Designing for Live Performance (New York). Awards include Helen Hayes Award and Ivey Award. Teaching engagements include professor of Costume Design, University of Maryland, College Park. www.helenhuang.com

JESSE BELSKY (Lighting Designer) previously designed The Year of Magical Thinking at Arena Stage. Other collaborations with Mr. Posner include the world premiere of No Sisters (Studio Theatre), Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (Ford’s Theatre), The Winter’s Tale and A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Folger Theatre) and Everything is Illuminated (Theater J). Other D.C. designs include The Mystery of Love & Sex (Signature Theatre); Sense & Sensibility (Folger Theatre); The Effect, Three Sisters and ANIMAL (Studio Theatre); The Book of Will and Handbagged (Round House); and The Magic Play (Olney). Regional credits include productions at Yale Repertory, Playmakers Repertory, Actor’s Theatre Louisville and Portland Center Stage. Jesse holds a BA from Duke and an MFA from Yale School of Drama, and has taught lighting design at Connecticut College and UNC Greensboro. www.jessebelsky.com

KARIN GRAYBASH (Sound Designer) has created numerous sound designs for regional theater and Off-Broadway, including Hartford Stage, Long Wharf, Berkeley Repertory, Dallas Theater Center, Yale Repertory, McCarter Theatre Center, Portland Stage, TheatreWorks and the Alliance, among others. Her work has been nominated for a variety of awards and she is a recipient of the Bay Area Theatre Critics Award for her sound design of Polk County at Berkeley Repertory Theatre. Karin was the original live sound consultant for the multi-
media production *Freedom Rising* at the National Constitution Center. Many of her soundscapes can be heard at The Franklin Institute’s exhibit entitled *Your Brain*. Karin also holds the position of sound supervisor for the Mason Gross School of the Arts at Rutgers University.

**LISA NATHANS** *(Dialect and Vocal Coach)*
is thrilled to be coaching for Arena Stage! Other D.C. area credits include Arena Stage’s *Anything Goes*, Shakespeare Theatre Company /5th Avenue Theatre’s *The Secret Garden* (Broadway-bound co-production) and various productions with the Kennedy Center Theater for Young Audiences, Signature Theatre, Theater Alliance, Keegan Theatre and MetroStage. Regional credits include Guthrie Theater, The Road Theatre Company and Theatricum Botanicum. TV credits include National Geographic’s *Elemental: Hydrogen vs. Hindenburg*. Private coaching/workshop development available; VASTA member. Teaching (USA and UK) engagements include University of Maryland TDPS (assistant professor: Voice, Speech, and Acting), CalArts, Stella Adler Academy, RADA, Royal Welsh, Royal Central, University of Washington (PATP MFA) and University of Minnesota (Guthrie BFA). Training: Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, MFA (Voice Studies); Boston University, BFA (Acting); Linklater Voice Designation; and Colaianni Speech Practitioner. Break legs all!

**JOCelyn CLARKE** *(Dramaturg)* is currently Theatre Adviser to the Arts Council of Ireland and Dramaturg at American Voices New Play Institute at Arena Stage in Washington, D.C. He has taught dramaturgy at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, Columbia University and Trinity College Dublin. He was the Commissioning and Literary Manager of the Abbey Theatre for four years, and lead theater critic with The Sunday Tribune for nine years. He is an associate artist with The Civilians and Theatre Mitu in New York. He has written six plays for Anne Bogart and the SITI Company—*Bob, Alice’s Adventures Underground, Room, Score, Antigone* and *Trojan Women (After Euripides)*, and *Chess Game No. 5.*

**KATE MURRAY, CSA** *(Casting Director)* Casting credits include work with Bedlam, Center Theater Group, The Cherry Lane, Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival, LAByrinth, New Georges, TheaterWorks Hartford, Two River Theater and The Studio Theatre. Broadway credits (as casting associate) include *The Crucible, A View from the Bridge, A Delicate Balance* and *A Raisin in the Sun*. Kate is a casting director at The Public Theater.

**HETHyR (RED) VERHOEF** *(Production Stage Manager)* has been on the road with *A Night With Janis Joplin* both regionally and nationally (a musical that got its wings here at Arena). Hethyr has worked on numerous productions over the years as a stage manager and flyman, and continues to be deeply invested in theater, art, diversity and all the of the elements it takes to create it. Red is thrilled to return to Arena Stage for this exciting new work. She is also a proud member of AEA.

**TREVOR A. RILEY** *(Rehearsal Stage Manager)*’s previous Arena Stage credits include *Anything Goes, Snow Child, Sovereignty, The Price, Intelligence, Carousel, Destiny of Desire* and *Our War*. Other D.C. credits include *South Pacific, My Fair Lady, The Diary of Anne Frank, Bakersfield Mist and Godspell* (Olney Theatre Center) and *You’re A Good Man, Charlie Brown, The Jungle Book, Jack and Phil, Slayers of Giants, Inc.* and *A Year With Frog and Toad* (Imagination Stage). Additional credits include Woolly Mammoth and Studio Theater.

**EMILY ANN MELLON** *(Assistant Stage Manager)* Arena Stage credits include *Kleptocracy, Indecent, Dave, Hold These Truths, The Pajama Game, A Raisin in the Sun, Watch on the Rhine, Moby Dick, The Year of Magical Thinking, Born for This, Disgraced, All the Way, Akeelah and the Bee, Destiny of Desire* and *Dear Evan Hansen*. Additional D.C. credits include *Girlfriend* (Signature); *Wig Out!* (Studio); *The School for Lies* (Shakespeare); and *very still & hard to see* (Rorschach). Other credits include Short North Stage, Evolution Theatre Co., Columbus Children’s Theatre and CATCO-Phoenix Inc. in Columbus; Goodman Theatre in Chicago; and Good Day New York and Inside Edition in New York. She sends all of her love to her family.
WHO'S WHO

ARENA STAGE LEADERSHIP

MOLLY SMITH (Artistic Director) has served as Artistic Director since 1998. Her more than 30 directing credits at Arena Stage include Anything Goes, Sovereignty, Carousel, The Originalist, Fiddler on the Roof, Camp David, Mother Courage and Her Children, Oklahoma!, A Moon for the Misbegotten, My Fair Lady, The Great White Hope, The Music Man, Legacy of Light, The Women of Brewster Place, Cabaret, South Pacific, All My Sons and How I Learned to Drive. Her directorial work has also been seen Off-Broadway at 59E59 in New York, Canada's Shaw Festival, The Court Theatre, The Old Globe, Asolo Repertory, Berkeley Repertory, Trinity Repertory, Toronto's Tarragon Theatre, Montreal's Centaur Theatre and Perseverance Theater in Juneau, Alaska, which she founded and ran from 1979 – 1998. Molly has been a leader in new play development for over 40 years. She is a great believer in first, second and third productions of new work and has championed projects including How I Learned to Drive; Passion Play, a cycle; Next to Normal; and Dear Evan Hansen.

She led the re-invention of Arena Stage, focusing on the architecture and creation of the Mead Center for American Theater and positioning Arena Stage as a national center for American artists. During her time with the company, Arena Stage has workshopped more than 100 productions, produced 39 world premieres, staged numerous second and third productions and been an important part of nurturing nine projects that went on to have a life on Broadway. In 2014, Molly made her Broadway debut directing The Velocity of Autumn, following its critically acclaimed run at Arena Stage. She was awarded honorary doctorates from American University and Towson University. In 2018, she was honored as Person of the Year by the National Theatre Conference and inducted into the Washington D.C. Hall of Fame.

EDGAR DOBIE (Executive Producer) Born in Vernon, British Columbia, a village next to the Rocky Mountains (three years after Arena had its first performance in 1950), I am one of five brothers raised by my Dad—Edgar, a mechanic and small businessman—and Mom—Connie, a telephone operator and union organizer. I am the only Dobie to make a career in theater. Luckily for me, drama was an arts elective I was offered at the tender age of 12, so I hung up my hockey skates and joined the drama class, led by teacher Paddy Malcolm and her fledgling Powerhouse Community Theater after school. By the time I graduated from high school, we volunteers had built ourselves a 200-seat fully-equipped theater on its own piece of land in the center of town and found a sell-out audience for the full season of plays we had to offer. That experience taught me so many lessons about the power of theater to foster collaboration and share meaningful stories, as well as the public values that attach themselves to building a safe place where everyone is welcome. All those lessons served me well as a managing leader and producer both sides of the border, and both sides of the commercial and non-profit theater divide. Arriving here at Arena in 2009 makes me feel like I am well-equipped for the best job in the world.

This theater operates under an agreement between the League of Resident Theatres and Actors’ Equity Association.

The actors and stage managers are members of Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States.

The scenic, costume, lighting and sound designers in LORT theaters are represented by United Scenic Artists, Local USA-829 of the IATSE.

The Director and Choreographer are members of the STAGE DIRECTORS AND CHOREOGRAPHERS SOCIETY, a national theatrical labor union.

Arena Stage is a constituent of the Theatre Communications Group (TCG), the national organization for the American theater.
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Molly Smith
Sheila Stampfl
Robert Stout
Nneka Ukpai

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Jim Abdo
Kent Amos
Ashok Bajaj
Joanne Barker
Michele G. Berman
Steven R. Bralove
Susan Haas Bralove
John Derrick
Nancy M. Folger
Larry Franks
Natwar Gandhi
Fruzsina Harsanyi
Patti Herman
Kay Kapoor
Judy Lansing Kovler
Mark Levine
David O. Maxwell
Joan P. Maxwell
Terry R. Peel
Beverly Perry
Judy Lynn Prince
Richard W. Snowdon
Grace Terpstra
Margaret Tomlinson

LIFE TRUSTEES
Norman Bernstein
Lee G. Rubenstein

EMERITUS TRUSTEES
Arlene and Robert Kogod

CORPORATE OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Edgar Dobie

TREASURER
Joe Beradelli

SECRETARY
Alison Irvin

THEATRE FORWARD FUNDTERS
(CONTRIBUTORS AS OF OCTOBER 2018)

Theatre Forward advances the American theatre and its communities by funding and other resources to the country’s leading nonprofit theatres. Theatre Forward and our theatres are most grateful to the following Education through Theatre funders:

THEATRE EXECUTIVES ($50,000+)
AT&T
The Hearst Foundations
The Schloss Family Foundation

BENEFACTORS ($25,000 – 49,999)
The Augustine Foundation
Wells Fargo

PACESETTERS ($15,000 – 24,999)
The Music Man Foundation
Lisa Orberg
Southwest Airlines†
TD Bank

DONORS ($10,000 – 14,999)
EverGreene Architectural Arts
Dewitt Stern
Alan & Jenni Freedman
Daryl and Steven Roth Foundation
Westlake Reed Leskosky

† Includes In-kind support

YOUNG PATRONS BOARD
The Arena Stage Young Patrons Board seeks to strengthen and support the future of American theater at Arena Stage. The Young Patrons Board supports the artistic mission of Arena Stage by being active ambassadors to the community and arranging opportunities for people under 40 years old to engage with the theater.

MEMBERS
Brittany McCants
Paul Bolaji
Marivi Bryant
Victoria Clark
Sarah Cohn
Caitlin Dutkiewicz
Reshad Favors
Brandon Gay
Whitney Hubbard
Sakisha Jackson
Lucrecia Johnson
Jason Kelley
Ashley Lawrence
Ashley M. Lewis
Marisa Maleck

Anna Katherine (AK) Moody
Mary Kathryn Nagle
Chibundu Nnake
Josh Rubin
Margaret Rubin
Brandon Slade
Mignon Smith
Hillary Stemple
Adrienne Thompson
Tony Woods
Conrad Woody
Yvesner Zamar
FULL CIRCLE SOCIETY—ARENA STAGE’S PLANNED GIVING PROGRAM

Arena Stage gratefully acknowledges these individuals who ensure the future of Arena Stage by making a planned gift. These gifts assure that Arena Stage will continue to challenge, educate and entertain audiences, and maintain its excellence in theater nationally, and internationally for generations to come. Arena can help you accomplish your personal, family and philanthropic goals while benefiting the theater. Supporters who make planned gifts to Arena are invited to join the Full Circle Society and enjoy special benefits. For more information about planned giving, please contact Kristen Mitchell at 202-600-4026 or kmitchell@arenastage.org.

THE FOLLOWING ARE MEMBERS AS OF FEBRUARY 12, 2019.

MEMBERS
Anonymous (8)  Margot Kelly
Esthy and Jim Adler  Estate of Albert Chaiken
Dr. Bill Sanford Ashley  Estate of Helen G. Codding
Curtis Bell  Estate of Marcus Cohn
Steven Bralove  Estate of Israel and Augusta Convisser
Dr. Robert and Mary Jo Brenner  Estate of Robert D. Davis Jr. and
Bonnie and Jere Broh-Kahn  Henry J. Schalizki
Louise Budelis  Estate of Zelda Fichandler
John P. Cahill  In Memory of Martin “Marty” Davis
Ellen MacNeille Charles  In Memory of Helen W. and
Donald J. and Anita P. Cowan  Felix E. Geiger
Captain Joan Darrah and  Estate of Ann Gibbons
Ms. Lynne Kennedy  Estate of Ezra Glaser
John Edelmann and Jeff Love  Estate of George Grizzard
Jeri and Gary Epstein  Estate of Giselle Hill
David Insinga and Robert McDonald  Estate of Joan E. Kain
Thomas Jesulaitis  In Memory of Jean Russ Kern

BEQUESTS AND GIFTS
IN REMEMBRANCE
Estate of Dr. and  Estate of Herbert A. Lindow
Mrs. Clement C. Alpert  Estate of LaRue R. Lutkins
Estate of H. Max and  Estate of Suzy Platt
Henry J. Schalizki
Estate of Harry J. Boissevain  Estate of Toni Ritzenberg
Estate of Dorothy Bunevich  Estate of Gruine Robinson
Estate of Patricia Carroll  Barbara R. Walton Endowment
Fund for New Playwrights  Estate of Eric Weinmann

THANK YOU FOR LEAVING YOUR LEGACY AT ARENA STAGE

CREATE A LEGACY BY JOINING THE FULL CIRCLE SOCIETY

You don’t have to be wealthy to make a significant gift. Bequests and other planned gifts allow you the opportunity to make a significant contribution that will ensure the future of Arena Stage. The Full Circle Society allows us the opportunity to recognize you for that gift during your lifetime. For more information about making a planned gift or to inform us of your existing planned gift, please contact Holly Oliver at 202-600-4029 or holiver@arenastage.org.

“We feel the long-term viability of theater really has to come from two sources—annual fundraising efforts and long-term donations [in the form of a planned gift] from the people who love the theater and are willing to commit to it in perpetuity.”

— Beth Newburger Schwartz and the late Richard Schwartz
STEP INTO THE SPOTLIGHT
THIS SUMMER

MUSICAL THEATER TRAINING COMPANY
Get expert one-on-one training from some of the nation’s best musical theater professionals.

REGISTER TODAY 202-600-4064 ARENASTAGE.ORG/ACADEMY
The Annual Fund

Arena Stage gratefully acknowledges the many individuals, families, foundations and corporations who support the theater’s work by contributing to the Annual Fund. These gifts make it possible for the theater to continue presenting high-quality productions and innovative education programs that strengthen the community in which we live.

For more information on the benefits of becoming an Annual Fund contributor, call the Development Department at 202-660-4177. The following are contributors as of February 12, 2019.

**DONOR S/SHIP**

**ANNUAL FUND**

- Decker Anstrom and Sherry Hsiemstra
- Joanne Barker
- Larry Frank and Ellen Berelson
- Arlene and Robert Kogod
- Alan and Marsha Paller
- Lala C. Reinsch
- Beth Newburger Schwartz and Michael Schwartz*"
THANK YOU – ANNUAL FUND

Joan and Dan Mulcahy
Mrs. Anna Katherine Moody
Alan and Robert Munro
Mary Kathryn Nagle
Nekashe Nandedkar
Martha Newman
Cheryl Ndhuka
Susan Nolan
Frank and Linda Nutter
Rita O'Brien
and John Imperato
Ray O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Osnos
Nadine R. Cohodas
Estate of Albert Chaiken
Sharon M. Brown
Ms. Carolyn Broussard
Jan Boyce
Nancy and John Barnum
Sonja M. Palomaki
Gregg Ottinger
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest T. Oskin
Catherine O'Reilley
Mitchell-Richards Family Fund
Ronald Long and
Susan Nolan
Martha Newman
Meenakshi Nandedkar
Alan and Roberta Munro

THANK YOU — 2018/19 SEASON

J. Douglas and
Russell Matthias
Richard and Cecilia Larkin
Simeon M. Kriesberg and
Patricia and John Koskinen
Tuke and Pierce Klemmt
Annelle Johnson
Shawn C. Helm and
S. Ross and
Grace R. Houghton
Kelly and Richard Cranfeld
Barbara Gharabashian
Mary Ellen Bergeron
Michael Putzel

THANK YOU — ANNUAL FUND

Robert and Anne Yerman
Richie and Jim Wright
Sarah Whitesell and
Wan Kim
Mark and Ria Weston
Richard and Susan Westin
Allen Unsworth
Ralph Timmons and Janet Hill
Dr. Adrienne Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Thackrey
Peter and Ann Tanous
Eileen and Michael Tanner
Dr. Harvey A. Sweetbaum and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Surovell
Mr. Sid Stolz
Hillary M. Stemple
Lisa and Chris Smith
Linda Smith
Steve and Nancy Silcox
Brandon and Janine Slade
Linda and Arthur Schwartz
Jeff and Sarah Sandel
Jo Ella Samp
Trina and Lee Rubenstein
Gail Povar and Larry Bachorik
Dr. and Mrs. Nathaniel G. Pitts
Laura Peebles and
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Osnos
Lorraine Day
Valerie and John Cuddy
Camille Cook
Nadine R. Cohodas
Estate of Albert Chaiken
Sharon M. Brown
Ms. Carolyn Broussard
Jan Boyce

THANK YOU — ANNUAL FUND

Joan and Dan Mulcahy
Mrs. Anna Katherine Moody
Alan and Robert Munro
Mary Kathryn Nagle
Nekashe Nandedkar
Martha Newman
Cheryl Ndhuka
Susan Nolan
Frank and Linda Nutter
Rita O'Brien
and John Imperato
Ray O'Brien
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Osnos
Nadine R. Cohodas
Estate of Albert Chaiken
Sharon M. Brown
Ms. Carolyn Broussard
Jan Boyce
THANK YOU — SPECIAL EVENT DONORS

A special thank you to the many individuals, families and organizations who support Arena Stage’s award-winning Artistic Productions and Community Engagement Programs through their patronage and sponsorship of our fundraising events.

2018 ARENA STAGE GALA

THURSDAY, MAY 10, 2018

Event Chairs – Lavern Chatman and Maggie Fitzpatrick
Beth Newburger Schwartz Award presented to Mayor Muriel Bowser; Jessica Stafford Davis recognized as Emerging Leader

PLATINUM SPONSOR
Exelon

GOLD SPONSORS
AltaGas Services U.S. Inc.
Earl Stafford
Ariene and Robert Kogod

SILVER SPONSORS
Anonymous
APCO Worldwide
Arent Fox, LLP
Joanne Barker
Judith N. Batty
The Bernstein Companies
Boles Schiller Flexner, Inc.
Susan and Steven Bralove
Patrick Chauvin
Deloitte
Sue Henry and Carter Phillips
Carolyn and Seth Hurwitz
Daniel Hynes
Kiddar Capital
Kivvit
Mele and Michael E. Melton,
The Cultured Foundation
Plenary Group
PricewaterhouseCoopers
The Reef Team of TTR
Sotheby’s
International Realty
Andrew Riguzzi
Gene Samburg
Beth Newburger Schwartz
Peggy and David Shifrin
Venable

BRONZE SPONSORS
Anonymous
Andrew R. Ammerman
Decker Anstrom and Sherry Hiemstra
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
Gloria Davidson
Hoffman Madison Waterfront
Edison Electric Institute
Rick and Carol Froehlich
Faith Gay and Francesca Zambello
GEICO
Ann O. Hamilton
JMA Solutions
Leftwich, LLC
Charlie McBride and Peg DeBell
The PNC Financial Services Group
R. Lucia Riddle
Steven and Ilene Rosenthal
Saul Ewing LLP
Craig Pascall and Victor Shargai
Weber Shandwick

PATRON SPONSORS
David P. Anzueto
Aronson, LLC
Joshua Aronson
Doug Benner
Sander M. Bieber and Linda E. Rosenzweig
Deborah Bowles
Susan and Dixon Butler
Richard and Jonita Carter
Susan Carter
Constellation Advancement
Joseph P. DiGangi
Regina K. Dillard, Esq.
John Edelmann and Jeff Love
Jeri and Gary Epstein
Drs. Elliot J. Feldman and Lily Gardner Feldman
David and Patricia Fisher
Nancy M. Folger
Larry Franks and Ellen Berelson
Linda and Jay Freedman
Henock Gebreamlak and Nicholas Goad
Susan B. Haight
Patti and Mitchell Herman
Sonia Herson
Vicki J. Hicks
Fred and Christine Hill
Dr. Mary Ivey
Miss Clifftine Jones
Ricki and Joel Kanter
Karen Kaub
Kay Kendall and Jack Davies
Daniel Korengold and Martha Dippell
Maria Korsnick
Philippe Lanier
Herb and Dianne Lerner
Mark J. Levine
John and Lenora Lynham
B. Thomas Mansbach
David and Martha Martin
Angela Y. Moody

IN KIND SPONSORS
Total Wine & More

Legend:
Platinum Sponsor $50,000 and above
Gold Sponsor $25,000 – 49,999
Silver Sponsor $10,000 – 24,999
Bronze Sponsor $5,000 – 9,999
Patron Sponsor $1,000 – 4,999

2018 WINE AUCTION

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2018

Event Chairs – Judith N. Batty, Gene Samburg
and Beth Newburger Schwartz

GRAND CRU SPONSORS
Judith N. Batty
Gene Samburg
Beth Newburger Schwartz

PREMIER CRU SPONSORS
Decker Anstrom and Sherry Hiemstra
Michael and Stacie Arpey
Hazel C. Moore

VINEYARD SPONSORS
Anonymous
Martha Dippell and Daniel Korengold
Catherine and Chris Gutman-McCabe
William and Ruth Lubic
Lola C. Reinsch

IN KIND WINE SPONSORS
Total Wine & More
Villa Maria New Zealand

Legend:
Grand Cru Sponsor $5,000
Premier Cru Sponsor $2,000
Vinyard Sponsor $1,000

EIGHTH ANNUAL MILITARY THANKSGIVING

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 2018

Event Chairs – Judith N. Batty, Gene Samburg
and Beth Newburger Schwartz

LEAD SPONSOR
Lockheed Martin Corporation

FOUR STAR SPONSOR
Raytheon Company

THREE STAR SPONSORS
The Boeing Company
Discovery Inc.
Northrop Grumman Corporation

TWO STAR SPONSORS
Accenture
Clark Construction Group, LLC
Rick and Carol Froehlich
GEICO
David Bruce Smith in honor of Max Smith

ONE STAR SPONSORS
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
The Wawa Foundation

IN KIND SPONSORS
Ace Beverage
The Coca-Cola Company

Legend:
Four Star Sponsor $25,000+
Three Star Sponsor $10,000 – 24,999
Two Star Sponsor $5,000 – 9,999
One Star Sponsor $2,500 – 4,999
WE HONOR OUR LEGACY OF ARTS AND CULTURE IN D.C.

Thank you to our partners for making a difference:

**Ovation Circle ($100,000 and above)**
- AT&T
- Exelon
- The Shubert Foundation
- The Washington Post
- WTOP/WUSA-9

National Capital Arts & Cultural Affairs Program/U.S. Commission of Fine Arts

**Founder’s Circle ($50,000 – 99,999)**
- Altria
- Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
- Coca-Cola
- The Bernstein Foundation
- The Bay & Paul Foundations
- CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
- Clark-Winchcombe Foundation
- Comcast NBCUniversal
- Dimck Foundation
- Edington, Peel & Associates
- Edison Electric Institute
- Friends of Southwest DC
- Graham Holdings Company
- Hoffman Madison Waterfront
- JBG Smith
- The Knightsbridge Restaurant Group
- Leftwich, LLC
- Macy’s
- Mars Foundation
- Rockwell Collins
- Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr, LLP
- Washington Nationals Dream Foundation
- Weber Shandwick Company

**Benefactor’s Circle ($25,000 – 49,999)**
- Virginia B. Toulmin Foundation

**Leadership Circle ($15,000 – 24,999)**
- Anonymous

**President’s Circle ($10,000 – 14,999)**
- APCO Worldwide
- Arent Fox, LLP
- The Bernstein Companies
- The Boeing Company
- Boies, Schiller & Flexner, LLP
- The Boston Consulting Group
- Brookfield Properties
- Central Parking System
- Dallas Morse Coors Foundation for the Performing Arts
- Deloitte

**Producer’s Circle ($5,000 – 9,999)**
- Accenture
- Amtrak
- The Bay & Paul Foundations
- CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
- Clark-Winchcombe Foundation
- Comcast NBCUniversal
- Dimck Foundation
- Edington, Peel & Associates
- Edison Electric Institute
- Friends of Southwest DC
- Graham Holdings Company
- Hoffman Madison Waterfront
- JBG Smith
- The Knightsbridge Restaurant Group
- Leftwich, LLC
- Macy’s
- Mars Foundation
- Rockwell Collins
- Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr, LLP
- Washington Nationals Dream Foundation
- Weber Shandwick Company

**Director’s Circle ($2,500 – 4,999)**
- Aronson, LLC
- Bormel, Grice & Huyett, P.A.
- Enterprise Holdings Foundation
- Foley & Lardner, LLP
- The Kiplinger Foundation
- Wawa Foundation
- Weissberg Foundation

**Playwright’s Circle ($1,500 – 2,499)**
- Cabot Creamery
- Fisher Dachs Associates, Inc
- Potomac Law Group, PLLC

We endeavor to provide a complete listing of all donors in the above categories. However, if your name is not listed, please contact the Development Department at 202-600-4177. We are also grateful to the thousands of other contributors to Arena Stage, whose names space will not permit us to print.

**Legend:**
- Ovation Circle $100,000 and above
- Founder’s Circle $50,000 – 99,999
- Benefactor’s Circle $25,000 – 49,999
- Leadership Circle $15,000 – 24,999
- President’s Circle $10,000 – 14,999
- Producer’s Circle $5,000 – 9,999
- Director’s Circle $2,500 – 4,999
- Playwright’s Circle $1,500 – 2,499
- Star $1,000 – 1,499
- Lead $600 – 999
- Supporting Role $300 – 599.
Artistic Director .....................................................Molly Smith
Executive Producer ...........................................Edgar Dobie
Founding Director ............................................Zelda Fichandler (1924-2016)
Founding Executive Director ......................... Thomas C. Fichandler
(1915-1997)

ARTISTIC DEVELOPMENT
Deputy Artistic Director ................................Seema Sueko
Casting Director / Line Producer .................Victor Vazquez
Literary Manager ...........................................Naysan Mojgani
Dramaturg .........................................................Jocelyn Clarke
Artistic Development
Administrative Assistant ............................Asha Moses
Senior Literary Fellow ......................... Anna'le Hornak*
Directing Fellow ................................. Dalia Ashurina*
Casting Fellow ........................................Malek Mayo*
Current Commissioned Writers ..............Kia Corthron,
Nathan Alan Davis, Idris Goodwin,
David Henry Hwang, Rajiv Joseph,
Kenneth Lin, Craig Lucas, Eduardo Machado,
Octavio Solis, Aaron Posner,
Theresa Rebeck, John Strand
Playwrights’ Arena 2019.........................Audrey Cefaly,
Annalisa Dias, Paige Goodwin,
Pbsdayene 24, Alan Sharpe

ADMINISTRATION
Chief Financial Officer ......................... Joe Berardelli
Leadership Office Manager .................Alison Irvin
General Counsel ...............................Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver &
Jacobson; Robbins, Russell, Englert,
Orsek, Untereiner & Sauber, LLP

BUSINESS OFFICE
Controller ..............................................John Monnett
Accounting and Payroll Manager ..........Joan A.S. Lada
Accounting Associates .......................Larry Bright,
Christopher Murk
Auditors ........................................Bormel, Grice & Huyett, P.A.
Counsel .................................................Arent Fox, LLP

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Director of Community Engagement/ Senior Artistic Advisor ..............Anita Maynard-Losh
Director of Education .........................Ashley Forman
School Programs Manager ...................Rebecca Campana
Master Teaching Artist ......................Psbsdayene 24
Training Programs Manager ...........Sean-Maurice Lynch
Community Programs Manager ............ Mauricio Pita
Community Engagement Assistant ...........Alan Gonzalez Bisnes
Community Engagement Fellows .......... Lauren Miller*;
Morgan Chare’ce Hall*

DEVELOPMENT
Chief Development Officer .....................Jon Kevin Gossett
Director of Annual Fund .........................Holly K. Oliver
Senior Director of Individual Giving ..............Kristen Mitchell
Director, Ovation Campaign ....................Ryan Merkel
Director, Development Operations
and Events ........................................Maria Corso
Director of Board and
Donor Relations ..................................Anne Paine West
Director, Corporate Fund ....................Char Manlove-Laws
Foundation Relations Manager .....................Erin Jones
Campaign Manager ..............................Melanie Heredia
Membership Manager ......................... Sam Abney
Donor Relations Manager .................... Tiana Bias
Membership Coordinator ......................Mary Patano
Development Research Coordinator .................Jennie Weyman
Development Assistant ..............Abigail Cady
Donor Services Assistant ..................Casey Radner
Development Fellow .....................Niya Weedon*

HUMAN RESOURCES
Director of Human Resources .............Jackie Rucker Bohi
Human Resources & Finance Assistant ...........Kathryn Perry

MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCTION
Managing Director ...............................Khady Kamara

AUDIENCE SERVICES
Senior Director of Sales
and Audience Services ..........Lindsey Wareing Pisani
Group Sales Manager ..................Isaac Evans
Group Sales Associates .............Bria Hall, Jay Williams
Assistant Director of
Audience Services .........................Sabra Clark
Manager of Sales Services .................Ellison Roberts
Assistant Manager of
Sales Services .........................James Swindell
Sales Associates ............................Emily Ames,
Alexandra Cadena,
Sean Carpenter, Colin O’Bryan,
Austin Sternlicht, Jaleelah Thompson
House Managers .....................Jasmine Brooks,
Becca Spencer, Renata Wilson
Visitor Services Manager .................Jody Barasch
THEATER STAFF

EVENTS
Events and Rentals
Senior Managers............. Emma Latimer, Kaitlyn Sakry
Events and Rentals
Associate Manager .......... Chrystal Noelle Vaughan
Special Events Fellow ............. Brandi Lavigne*

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Director of Information Systems .... Travis Armbuster
Systems Administrator ......... Jarett Poole
Database Manager ............. Rachel Schlaff
Help Desk Associate ............ Edward Wieland

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
Senior Director of Marketing
and Communications ............. Renée M. Littleton
Digital Communications Manager .... Briahn J. DeMeo
Publicist _________________________________ Lauren McMillen
Media Relations Consultant ........... Deb Fiscella
Media Relations Associate ......... Skye Lindberg
Media Relations Fellow ............... Samantha Schneider*
Senior Graphic Designer ............ Shawn Helm
Website and New Media Manager .......... Ben Nolan
Publications Coordinator .......... Kate Thompson
Marketing Fellow ............. Caroline Dowden*
Artwork Creation ................. Nicky Lindeman
Illustrators ...................... Jon Berkley, Mads Berg,
Charles Chaisson, Raul Colon,
Richard Davies, Erik Drooker, Jon Foster,
Bruce Hutchinson, Tim O'Brien

OPERATIONS AND FACILITIES
Senior Director of Operations .......... Marissa LaRose
Operations Manager .................. Alicia Sells
Operations Coordinator ............. Jenna Murphy
Company Manager .................... Amber Gray
Assistant Company Manager ........ Maddie Newell
Company Management Fellow ...... Cameron Appel*
Engineering Supervisor .......... Keith Brown
Maintenance Technicians .......... Vincent Gregg,
Henry Williams, Keaun Windear
Porter _____________________________ Lawrence Wise
Stage Door Attendants .......... Ra'Chelle Carey, Kay Rogers

PRODUCTION
Director of Production .......... Joel M. Krause
Production Manager .......... Karen O. Mayhew
Assistant Production Manager .......... Trevor A. Riley

SCENIC
Technical Director ............. Natalie Bell
Associate Technical Director .... Zachary Fullenkamp
Senior Carpenter ............. Norman Lee
Charge Scenic Artist ............ Li Qiang
Carpenters ....................... Mick Coughlan,
Craig Hower, Sean Maloney,
Hannah Martin, Logan McDowell,
Frank Miller, Amanda Srok

PROPERTIES
Properties Director ......... Jennifer Sheetz
Associate Properties Director .... Lance Pennington
Master Prop Carpenter .......... Michael Ritoli
Props Artisan ..................... Niell Duvall
Property Assistants .......... Marion Hampton Dubé,
Kyle Handziak

LIGHTS
Master Electrician ............. Christopher V. Lewton
Assistant Master Electrician .... Paul Villalovoz
Electricians ................. Scott Folsom, Brian Flory,
Kelsey Swanson
Lighting Fellow ............. Venus Gulbranson*

SOUND
Sound and Video Supervisor ........ Brian Burchett
Master Sound and Video Technician .......... Timothy M. Thompson
Sound Technicians .......... Adam W. Johnson,
Drew Moberley

COSTUMES
Costume Director ............. Joseph P. Salasovich
Assistant to the Costume Director .... Cierra Coan
Drapers ................. Carol Ramsdell, Steven Simon
First Hands ............. Michele Macadaeg, Mallory Muffley
Master Stitcher ..................... Noel Borden
Craftsperson .................... Deborah Nash
Wardrobe Supervisors .......... Alina Gerall, Alice Hawfield
Wigs, Hair and Makeup Supervisor .......... LaShawn Melton
Costume and Wardrobe Assistant .......... Adelle Gresock
Costume Fellow ............. Caton Hamrick*

STAGE MANAGEMENT
Stage Managers ............... Rachael Danielle Albert,
Marne Anderson, Kurt Hall,
Martha Knight, Emily Ann Mellon,
Joseph Smelser, Christi B. Spann,
Hethyr (Red) Verhoef, Susan R. White

*Allen Lee Hughes Fellow
“An epic, strutting, slam-bang-wham piece of work.”
—Chicago Tribune

WALL STREET DRAMA

JUNK

BY AYAD AKHTAR

DIRECTED BY JACKIE MAXWELL
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ORDER TODAY! 202-488-3300 ARENASTAGE.ORG